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1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 SCOPE

Evaluate the impact of fire induced hot shorts, shorts to ground and
opens in the control room electrical circuitry on the ability to
safely shut down the plant from outside the control room both with and
without the loss of offsite power.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this evaluation is to define the necessary special
operating procedural requirements and/or design changes necessary to
ensure safe shutdown capability within the operational time
constraints following a control room fire.

2. SUMMARY

Fire induced hot shorts, shorts to ground, and opens in the control room
electrical circuitry can result in the spurious actuation of components
which can impact the capability to achieve safe (cold) shutdown. To assess
the extent of the scenario, each of the fire event safe shutdown systems
has been evaluated by a joint C-E and Bechtel Task Force. The compensatory
measures to preclude undesirable occurrences are presented in Section 3.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Section 3. 1 details the general operational considerations which must be
observed in the event of a control room fire. Table 3-1 lists the 22 safe
shutdown systems reviewed. Of the 22 systems reviewed, seven were found to
have a current design that is adequate. These seven systems are identified
in the table with asterisks. Sections 3.2 through 3.16 present summaries
of the remaining 15 systems. Included in the summaries are:

o Evaluation Findings

The potential undesirable spurious control actions/inactions of the
as-built systems are summarized.

o Key Monitorable Parameters (functional)

Those available parameters to enable the operator to identify and
mitigate the consequences of spurious control action/inactions, and to
enable a safe (cold) shutdown are listed.
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e Time Constraints

Critical time constraints for system or component operation are
quantified.

o Operational Considerations

The necessary action(s) required to prevent the adverse effects of the
spurious control action/inactions summarized in the evaluation findings
are detailed.

~ Compensatory Heasures

The recommendation to accomplish each of the operational considerations
i.s presented.



TABLE 3-1

FIRE EVENT SAFE SHUTDOllN SYSTEMS

System
Desi nator

Evaluation
Res onsibilit ~Setem

AF

CH

CT

DF

DG

EC

EM

HA

HD

HJ

HS>

PB+

PE+

PG"

PH"

PK+

RC

SG

SI

SP

SS

C-E/B

C-E

C-E

C-E

C-E

Auxiliary Feedwater

Chemical and Volume Control
Condensate Storage and Transfer
Diesel Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer
Diesel Generator

Essential Chilled >later

Essential Cooling Mater

HVAC —Auxiliary Building
HVAC - Diesel Generator Building
HVAC — Control Building
HVAC - Ancilar y Building (Spray

Pond Pump House)

4160V-ac Class 1E Power

Class 1E Standby Generation System

480V-ac Class 1E Power

480V-ac Class 1E Power

125V-dc Class 1E Power

120V-ac Class 1E Power

Reactor Coolant System

Main Steam

Safety Injection and Shutdown

Cooling
Essential Spray Pond

Nuclear Sampling

"The current design was found to be adequate.



3. 1 GENERAL OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. For the control room fire, operate disconnect switches prior to
starting a system to prevent a control room spurious actuation
undetected system realignment. NOTE: once a disconnect switch
is operated, no automatic control actions take place (e,g.,
auxiliary feedwater valve cycling).

2. For the control room fire, use Train B to shut down the plant.
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3.2 AUXILIARYFEEDl1ATER SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

1. Overfilling of steam generators may occur:

o Spurious Train A AFAS causing continuous fill (no cycling) in
Modes 1 through 5.

~ Inability to isolate the nonsafety auxiliary feedwater pump
causing continuous fill in Modes 1 through 4.

e Also see the main steam system.

2. Degraded core cooling due to low steam generator level may occur:

~ Spurious inaction of Train A AFAS concurrent with Train B

auxiliary feedwater system disconnect', prior to receipt of the
Train B AFAS.

3. Overcooling of the RCS may occur:

e Spurious MSIS with Train A AFAS and Train B auxiliary
feedwater system disconnected prior to receipt of Train B

AFAS.,

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

Steam generator level

TIME CONSTRAINTS

1. For spurious Train A auxiliary feedwater actuation with Train B

disconnected and no main feedwater flow (the turbine-driven pump
feeds both steam generator s), the operator has 40 minutes from
normal steam generator level to prevent steam generator overfill.
See the main steam system for more limiting time constraints.

2. The operator has approximately 13 minutes to establish feedwater
flow to the steam generators following a reactor trip from 100
percent power, with steam generators at normal level, to preclude
degraded core cooling (i.e., one third of tubes covered). This
condition assumes no main feedwater flow, Train B auxiliary
feedwater disconnected from the control room, and spurious
inaction of Train A auxiliary feedwater.
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3. Auxiliary feedwater pump room cooling must be established within
approximately 30 minutes of pump starting. (Also see essential
chilled water, cooling water, and spray pond systems.)

4. With wide range steam generator level indication at 25 percent
and decr easing, the operator has approximately 4 minutes to
establish feedwater flow to preclude degraded core cooling (i.e.,
one third of tubes covered). This condition assumes no main feed
flow, no spurious actuation of Train A, and Trai,n B disconnected
from the control room.

5. For spurious MSIS or loss of main feedwater following reactor
trip from 100 percent power and automatic AFAS (Train A actuates,
Train B disconnected prior to receipt of AFAS). The operator has
approximately 13 minutes to take control of auxiliary feedwater
to preclude RCS overcooling. This also assumes; no main
feedwater, reactor coolant pumps operating (with 2 stopped
manually after approximately 5 minutes), steam generator pressure
maintained at approximately 1170 psia (using SBCS or manually
using ADV's), turbine trip and blowdown within normal limits.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. Stop Train A auxiliary feedwater flow to prevent steam generator
overfilling or overcooling.

2. Stop nonessential auxiliary feedwater pump flow to prevent steam
generator overfilling.

3. Disconnect and take manual control of the Train B auxiliary
feedwater system to preclude degraded core cooling (due to steam
generator low level or overcooling).

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

1. Train A auxiliary feedwater flow can also be stopped using speed
control J-AFA-SK-52B at the Train A RSP or using manual trip at
J-AFA-HV-54 (pump room).

2. The nonessential auxiliary feedwater pump flow can be stopped by
tripping the pump at breaker S03S in switchgear E-PBA-S03. See
the main steam system recommendations for isolation of the steam
generators which would preclude the need to perform this action.

3. See Operational Consideration number 3.
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3.3 CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

1. Uncontrolled depressurization of the RCS may occur if either of
the auxiliary spray valves (J-CHA-HV-205 or J-CHB-HV-203)
receives a spurious open signal.

2. Loss of makeup capability and/or auxiliary spray may occur if
(any one):

o J-CHA-HV-524 receives a spurious close signal.

o J-CHE-PDV-240 receives a spurious open signal.

o J-CHN-UV-501 receives a spurious signal to close before a
gravity feed flow path is established.

3. Boron dilution may occur if J-CHN-UV-527 receives a spurious open
signal.

4. Local manual establishment of a gravity feed flow path to the
charging pumps is required.

5. Loss of refueling water tank (RMT) level indication may occur.

6. Loss of reactor makeup water tank (RMMT) level indication may
occur.

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

o Pressurizer pressure and level at RSP

o Local RMT level indication (provided by operators)

o Local Rt&T level indication (provided by operators)

TIME CONSTRAINTS

Establishment of a boration flow path is required within 8 hours (if
offsite power is available) or 12 hours (if offsite power is not
available). Following a reactor trip, at least eight hours of charging
with unborated water can occur without loss of subcritical conditions.
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OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. Stop auxiliary spray flow to prevent uncontrolled depressurization.

2. J-CHA-HV-524 must be open to establish contraction makeup and
auxiliary spray capability.

3. J-CHE-PDV-240 must close to establish auxiliary spray capability.

Must ensure J-CHN-UV-501 is open or establish a gravity feed flow
path.

5. Must ensure that a charging pump runs.

6. Isolate unborated water sources to the charging pumps.

7. Must establish a borated water feed path.

8. Must provide a local RWT level indicator.

9. Must provide a local RMWT level indicator.

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

1. To preclude spurious uncontrolled depressurization, use disconnect
switch for J-CHB-HV-203 and open switch DS-09-07 in auxiliary relay
cabinet E-ZAA-C03 or circuit breaker D2109 in DC distribution panel
E-PKA-D21 (see main steam system recommendations) to prevent
J-CHA-HV-205 opening prior to starting a charging pump.

2. ~ To maintain RCS inventory and pressure control, open power supply
switch M3520 at MCC E-PHA-M35 and local manually reopen
J-CHA-HV-524.

e To ensure the ability to decrease RCS pressure, open power supply
switch DS-16-10 at Auxiliary Relay Cabinet E-ZAN-C02 to fail valve
J-CHE-PDV-240 into the closed position.

o To maintain RCS inventory and pressure control, open power supply
switch M7208 at MCC E-NHN-M72 to ensure that J-CHN-UV-501 does not
reopen and establish a gravity feed flow path (see below).

3. Close any of the local manual valves in the RMWT flow path to the
charging pump suctions (i.e., CHV771, CHV183, etc.) to prevent
inadvertent boron dilution.
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4. Ensure open and deenergize J-CHB-HV-530 and local manually open
valves CHV327 and CHV756 to provide an alternate gravity feed
flow path.

5, Provide a local RWT level indicator for temporary use during fire
event safe shutdown.

6. Provide a local Rt%1T level indicator for temporary use during
fire event safe shutdown.
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3.4 CONDENSATE STORAGE AND TRANSFER SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

1. Loss of CST volume may occur due to spurious operation of an EC
or EW system makeup valve when a condensate transfer pump is
running.

2. It may not be possible to add makeup to the EC, EW or DG surge
tanks due to sput ious stopping of the condensate transfer pumps.

3. Loss of CST level indication may occur.

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

None available

TIME CONSTRAINTS

To ensure conservation of CST volume, the proper condensate transfer system
alignment shall be established within approximately one hour.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. The CST volume must be conserved.

2. Hakeup to the Train B essential chilled water, essential cooling
water and diesel generator cooling water system may be required.

3. Use local CST level indication.

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

1. See the EC and EW system evaluations for recommendations to preclude
loss of CST volume due to Train B spurious signal problems, To
preclude loss of CST volume via the Train A condensate transfer
subsystem, open breaker H3308 at MCC E-PHA-M33 to prevent the Train
A condensate transfer pump (H-CTA-P01) from running.

2. Provide a disconnect switch for the Train B condensate transfer pump
(H-CTB-P01) and only run the pump when makeup addition to the EC, EW

or DG systems is required.

3. Monitor CST level using local level indicator J-CTN-LI-22.

-10-
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3.5 DIESEL FUEL OIL STORAGE AND TRANSFER SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

None

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

Hone required

TIME CONSTRAINTS

The diesel fuel oil transfer pump must be operational (Train B
disconnected) within approximately two hours after diesel engine starting
(automatic control will function after disconnecting).

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

None required.

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

None required.

-11-
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3.6 DIESEL GENERATING SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

1. Automatic spray pond pump house and diesel building HVAC starting
may not occur due to spurious diesel generator start signal or
sequencer signal inaction.

2. Potential exists for damaging the governor control due to spurious
control room signals.

3. Potential diesel generator damage may occur due to spurious load
shed signal inaction.

4. See the condensate storage and transfer system evaluation findings.

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

o Diesel running status lights on local panel J-DGB-B01.

~ Diesel loading status at switchgear E-PBB-S04:

Normal power breaker, S04K
Alternate power breaker, S04L
Diesel generator breaker, S04B

TIME CONSTRAINTS

1. Diesel generator starting should be accomplished as soon as possible
to support operation of safe shutdown systems. The diesel generator
must be started to support operation of the auxiliary feedwater
system (see auxiliary feedwater system time constraints).

2. Essential spray pond pump operation for engine cooling must be
verified within approximately three minutes of diesel engine
starting (based on full load conditions).

3. Diesel building essential HVAC operation for engine cooling must be
verified within approximately 30 minutes of diesel engine starting.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. Start the diesel generator. The diesel cannot be manually started
from outside the control room in the emergency (isochronous) mode of
operation (all trips bypassed except overspeed, low oil pressure,
generator differential).

-12-
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If desired to place the diesel generator in the emergency mode of
operation, jumper terminal points 53 to 55 or 60 to 62 at local
control panel J-DGB«B01. Terminals 53, 55, 60 and 62 are located on
Class 1E subplate J-DGB-B01 inside the panel. NOTE: key to open the
panel is required.

2. Starting of the essential spray pond system and diesel building
essential HVAC is required.

3. Also see diesel fuel oil transfer system time constraints.

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

1. ~ Start or verify operation of essential spray pond pump M-SPB-P01
at breaker S04C at switchgear E-PBB-S04.

~ Start or verify operation of the diesel building HVAC by starting
or verifying operation of AHU M-HDB-J01 at breaker L32D in load
center E-PGB-L32 (see HD System).

2. Evaluation is in progress. Vendor is verifying governor control not
adversely affected.

3. Evaluation is in progress. Vendor is verifying diesel generator not
adversely affected by spurious load shed inaction (prior to
disconnect operation).

4. See the condensate storage and transfer system compensatory
measures.

-13-
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3.7 ESSENTIAL CHILLED MATER SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

1. Loss of CST volume can occur due to spurious operation of the
surge tank makeup valve when the condensate transfer pump is
running.

2. Automatic makeup addition to the surge tank may not occur due to
spurious inaction of the makeup valve.

3. Inoperability of the essential chilled water system may occur due
to spurious EC or EM flow interlock signals.

4. See the condensate storage and transfer system evaluation
findings.

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

Chiller breaker (S04G in switchgear E-PDB-S04) status.

TIME CONSTRAINTS

1. Essential chilled water system operation is required within
approximately 30 minutes to support operation of area cooling
units (i.e., auxiliary feedwater pump room cooling).

2. Hakeup to the essential chilled water system is not anticipated
to be required for a significant time after the start of the
fire.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1, CST volume must be conserved.

2. Makeup to the system may be required.

3. The chilled water system must run to provide essential area
cooling.

COMPENSATORY HEASURES

1. Close manual valve ECV061 to isolate the Train B surge tank
makeup valve (J-ECB-LV-16) to preclude spurious loss of CST

volume. Periodic surge tank level monitoring would be required.

-14-
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2. Local manual operation of the level control valve (J-ECB-LV-16)
bypass valve ECV175 can be used to add makeup to the system.
Only run the condensate transfer pump (H-CTB-P01) when makeup
addition is requried.

3. Relocate the analog instrument nest for the EC/EW flow chiller
interlocks (J-ECB-FSL-534 and J-EWB-FSL-152) to the Train B RSP

to preclude spurious inoperation of the chiller.

4, See the condensate storage and transfer system compensatory
measures.

-15»
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3,8 ESSENTIAL COOLING MATER SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

1. Loss of CST volume can occur due to spurious operation of the
surge tank makeup valve when the condensate transfer pump is
r unning.

2. Automatic makeup addition to the surge tank may not occur due to
spurious inaction of the makeup valve.

3. For EM system impact on operation of the essential chillers, see
the essential chilled water system.

4. See the condensate storage and transfer system evaluation
findings.

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

None available

TIME CONSTRAINTS

1. Essential cooling water system operation is required within
approximately 30 minutes to support operation of area cooling
units (i.e., auxiliary feedwater pump room cooling).

2. Makeup to the essential cooling water system is not anticipated
to be required for a significant time after the start of the
fire.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. CST volume must be conserved.

2. Makeup to the system may be requir ed.

3. The chilled water system must run to provide essential area
cooling (see the essential chilled water system for EC system
impact).

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

1. Close manual valve EWV108 to isolate the Train B surge tank
makeup valve (J-EBB-LV-91) to preclude spurious loss of CST

volume. Periodic surge tank level monitoring would be required.

-16-
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2. Local manual operation of the level control valve (J-EWB-LV-91)
bypass valve EMV225 can be used to add makeup to the system.
Only run the condensate transfer pump (M-CTB-F01) when makeup
addition is required.

3. Recommendations regarding EM system impact on the essential
chillers are included in the chilled water system
recommendations.

4. See the condensate storage and transfer system compensatory
measure.

-17-
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3.9 HVAC - AUXILIARYBUILDING

EVALUATION FINDINGS

The electrical penetration rooms cooling units may not run.

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

Breaker status:

Air Handlin Unit

M-HAB-Z04
M-HAB-Z02
M-HAB-Z05
M-HAB-Z06

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Breaker

M3827
M3825
M3828
M3631

Motor Control Center

E-PHB»M38
E«PHB-M38
E-PHB-M38
E-PHB-M36

Essential area cooling units must run.

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

Provide a disconnect switch and separately fused control circuit for
M»HAB»Z06.

-18-
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3.10 HVAC - DIESEL BUILDING

EVALUATION FINDINGS

The diesel building essential HVAC may not automatically start due to
spurious inaction on the part of the sequencer or diesel generator start
signal.

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

Breaker L32D at load center E-PGB-L32 status.

TIME CONSTRAlNTS

Diesel building HVAC needs to be started in approximately 30 minutes after
the diesel engine starts.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Diesel essential HVAC must run if the diesel generators are running.

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

Start the diesel building essential HVAC exhaust fan (M-HDB-J01) local
manually at the diesel generator control panel J-DGB-B01 (HVAC unit
M-HDB-A01 will then automatically start). (Also recommended for DG System)

-19«
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3. 11 HVAC — CONTROL BUILDING

EVALUATION FINDING

1. Smoke from the control room fire can contaminate the switchgear
rooms (RSP area) which can result in loss of habitability either
due to the smoke or due to activation of the CO flooding system
in the area.

2. The switchgear area temperatures may not be suitable for operator
comfort or equipment operation due to lack of RSP area controls
necessary to properly align the essential ventilation system
dampers.

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

None available

TIME CONSTRAINTS

Essential HVAC must be running within approximately 30 minutes for area
temperature control.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. Isolate the control room HVAC to prevent smoke migration through
the ducting.

2. Start the essential HVAC and align the dampers to ensure proper
area cooling.

f

3. Disarm the switchgear area CO flooding system to prevent
inadvertant tripping due to smoke migration.

4. Both Train A and Train B switchgear areas must remain accessible.

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

1. Provide disconnect switches and local (RSP area) handswitches for
Train B dampers M-HJB-M55, M01, M02 and M03 to allow isolation of
the control room to preclude smoke propagation to the switchgear
area.

2. Open power supply switches DS-01-01 and DS-01-06 at Auxiliary
Relay Cabinet E-ZJB-C01 to fail switchgear area HVAC dampers
M-HJB-M28, M31, M34, M38, M52 and M66 in the desired position.

-20-



3. o Make the CO system manually initiated (interim measure).

o Change the CO initiation to require smoke and heat detector
actuation (long term measure).

-21-
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3. 12 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

Spurious actuation may prevent stopping of all reactor coolant pumps.

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

None required

TIME CONSTRAINTS

Not applicable

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. Selectively stop reactor coolant pumps in accordance with normal
shutdown considerations.

2. Operate the disconnect switch to take RSP control of the Train B

pressurizer backup heaters. Spurious actuation of the Train A

pressurizer backup heaters has been evaluated as an insignificant
problem which can be eliminated by deenergization of the L33DA
breaker control power at load center E-PGA-L33 and tripping of
the br eaker .

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

Reactor coolant pumps breakers S01L, S01M and S02L, S02M at switchgear
E-NAN-S01 and switchgear E-NAN-S02, respectively, must be opened to stop
the pumps. Breakers must either be racked out or have control power to the
breaker removed to prevent spurious restarting.

-22-
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3.13 MAIN STEAM SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

1. The steam generators may overfill due to continued feedwater
addition through a spurious failed open feedwater regulating valve.

2. Uncontrolled RCS cooldown may occur due to spurious events (i.e.,
steam bypass control system malfunction, steam generator blowdown).

3. The ADV nitrogen supply valve may remain closed due to spurious
inaction (results in inability to open valve when normal air supply
is lost-LOP).

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS

Steam generator pressure and level.

TIME CONSTRAINTS

Hain feedwater operation with a failed open economizer or downcomer feedwater
r egulating valve (J-SGN-FV-1112, 1113, 1122) may result in steam generator
overfilling in approximately 8 minutes. This assumes; reactor trip from 100
percent power, no reactor coolant pumps operating, main feedwater pumps at
minimum speed, main feedwater temperature at 300F, SBCS .maintaining steam
generator pressure at approximately 1170 psia, blowdown isolated, turbine trip
and steam generator level goes from post trip level (30 to 40 percent wide
range level) to main steam penetrations in approximately 8 minutes.

OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS

1. Isolate feedwater addition to the steam generators to preclude
overfilling.

2. Isolation of the main steam lines and steam generator blowdown lines
is necessary to preclude uncontrolled RCS cooldown.

3. A source of pneumatic energy to the ADV's must be assured.

COMPENSATORY HEASURES

1,2. Open circuit breakers D2102, D2108, D2109, D2114 and D2130 at the
Train A, D.C. distribution panel E-PKA-D21 to close the MSIV's, the
MSIV bypass valves, the blowdown isolation valves, the blowdown
sample isolation valves, the feedwater,isolation valves (economizer

-23-
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and downcomer lines) and to preclude spurious opening of the Train A

atmospheric dump valves. These actions will preclude steam
generator overfilling, uncontrolled RCS cooldown and degraded core
cooling. (FSAR Table 9B.1-4, Footnote c).

3. Open switch DS-02-20 in Auxiliary Relay Cabinet E-ZAB-C04 to open
J-SGB-PY-306A and 306B to provide a nitrogen supply to the Train B

ADV's.

-24-
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3.14 SAFETY INJECTION/SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

1. SDC system piping rupture may occur if all RCS pressure
interlocks fail.

2. RCS pressurization may,occur due to spurious SIAS (HPSI).

3. Containment spray may occur due to spurious CSAS (loss of borated
water supply).

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

~ Pressurizer pressure

o Pressurizer level

o RCS T-cold and T-hot (J-RCB-TI-122-1)

TIME CONSTRAINTS

1. The containment spray function must be incapacitated within 30
minutes to limit loss of the RMT borated water inventory and/or
initiation of an undesired RAS.

2. The HPSI pump must be incapacitated prior to RCS pressure decreasing
below HPSI pump shutoff head.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1, See Task Force Recommendations to preclude hi/low pressure interface
concerns.

2, Prevent operation of the HPSI subsystem to preclude RCS

overpressurization.

3. Prevent flow to the containment spray header.

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

1. Place the breaker for one suction valve in each train in the tripped
condition during normal plant operating conditions when RCS pressure
is gr eater than the SDC system suction isolation interlock setpoint.

-25-
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CAUTION: Mhen the Train B valves disconnect switches
are operated, all the Train B pressure interlocks are
defeated.

2. Ensure that the HPSI pump (H-SIA-P02 and H-SIB-P02) breakers (S03E
and S04E) at switchgears (E-PBA-S03 and E-PBB-S04) are tripped and
deenergize the breaker's control power.

3. Ensure that containment spray isolation valves (J-SIA-UV-672 and
J-SIB-UV-671) are closed, and open the breakers (H3511 and M3612) at
HCCs E-PHA-H35 and E-PHB«H36, respectively, within 30 minutes of
control room evacuation.

-26-
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3.15 ESSENTIAL SPRAY POND SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

1. The essential spray pond pump may not automatically start due to
spurious inaction on the part of the sequencer or diesel generator
start signal.

2. Both the spray and spray bypass valve could spuriously be in the
closed position resulting in loss of SPS flow.

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

1. Pump breaker SO4C at switchgear E-PBB-SO4 status.

2. Spray valve breaker M3223 at HCC E-PHB-M32 status or spray bypass
valve breaker M3224 at MCC E-PHB-M32 status.

TIME CONSTRAINTS

1. SPS system flow must be established within approximately 3 minutes
of diesel engine starting (heavy generator load condition).

2. SPS system flow must be established within approximately 30 minutes
to support operation of area cooling units (i.e., auxiliary
feedwater pump room cooling).

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The essential spray pond system must run.

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

1. Ensure spray pond pump running by verifying breaker position.
Operate disconnect switch and start pump if not already running.
Also recommended for DG System.

2. Lock open spray valve J-SPB-5OA and place its br eaker H3223 at MCC
E-PHB-M32 in the open condition.
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SS-1 of 1

3,16 NUCLEAR SAMPLING SYSTEM

EVALUATION FINDINGS

" It may not be possible to obtain an RCS sample.

KEY MONITORABLE PARAMETERS (functional)

Hone

TIME CONSTRAINTS

An RCS sample must be obtainable within 60 minutes (if offsite power is
available) or within 120 minutes (if offsite power is not available).

OPERATIONAL COHSIDERATIOHS

An RCS sample must be analyzed to ensure reactivity control (boron dilution
considerations).

COMPENSATORY MEASURES

To ensure a RCS flow path to the sample sink provide power and control
independent of the control room for the following three valves

J-SSA-UV-203
J-SSB-UV-200
J-SSN-HV-15
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4.0 CONTROL ROOM FIRE SPURIOUS ACTUATION EVALUATION GROUND RULES

4.1 NRC Re uirements:

1. No accidents are assumed concurrent with the control room fire.

2. The control room is evacuated due to fire.

3. The only action allowed prior to evacuation is a reactor trip
initiated by the operator. No other information from indications
in the control room can be used to assist, the operator in
determining plant status (e.g., no credit for rod bottom lights
even though available at same panel as where reactor trip
initiated).

4. Cold shutdown from outside the control room must be achieved and
maintained with and without offsite power.

5. As the consequence of the fire, hot shorts, open circuits, or
shorts to ground must be considered.

6, Mhere hi/low pressure interface is involved (RCS only), any number
of spurious control signal actions/inactions must be postulated.

4.2 Assum tions and Bases:

1. A spurious control signal action/i.naction shall be defined as
being caused by a single hot short, open circuit, or short to
ground, impacting either (a) a single component, or (b) the
acti.vation/ inactivation of multiple components actuated by ESFAS
logics (i.e., SIAS, CSAS, diesel generator sequencer, etc.).

Basis:

Each electrically-operated component has its own unique control
circuit which may be affected by the single hot short, open
circuit, or short to ground. In addition, an electrically
operated component's circuitry may be a part of a logic circuit
for a multiple component actuation signal (i.e., SIAS, RAS, CSAS,
etc.), subject to the effects of a single hot short, open circuit,
or short to ground, either to a relay or to an entire logic
"cabinet.

2. Either of the two conditions stated in Assumption 1 can be assumed
to occur at any time following the onset of the control room fire
event, until action is taken to defeat or preclude the
action/inaction from occurring.
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Basis:

Because of the Appendix R mandate to achieve and maintain cold
shutdown, the plant can be in any of its normal operating modes
(i.e., Hodes 1-6) at the initiation of the control room fire
event.

3. For offsite power available, the fire is assumed to cause all
equipment to remain in its prefire condition (i.e., condition
during normal plant operation for the assumed mode). For loss of
offsite power, all equipment goes to its loss of offsite power
design failure position. (Note: one strategy may be to
selectively shed power from equipment/ buses to minimize adverse
spurious action/inaction impact.)

Basis:

The basis for this assumption is simply that the
components/systems will function as designed, with the exception
of the single hot short, open circuit, or short to ground.

4. The operator will trip the reactor prior to evacuation from the
control room. Credit will be taken for events which would
normally be expected in conjunction with the reactor trip, except
that these events are subject to the spurious control signal
action/inaction.

Basis:

The NRC has stipulated that, for a control room fire event, credit
may be taken for operator action to manually trip the reactor
prior to evacuating the control room. This evaluation will take
credit for the operator manually tripping the reactor. The
components/systems normally associated with a reactor trip will
perform as designed, but will be subject to the single hot short,
open circuit, or short to ground.

5. The analysis will be performed on a system basis for the fire area
being evaluated (in this case, the control room). Systems
interfacing with the Table 3-1 identified systems will be
evaluated for their impact. In addition to single component
evaluations, a separate evaluation of credible ESF and multiple
component activation signals will also be performed (i.e., SIAS,
CSAS, diesel generator sequencer, etc.).

Basis:

Generic letter 81-12 allows for the choice of evaluating on a
system or fire area basis. The evaluations for single or multiple
actuation signals are outlined in Assumptions 1 and 2,
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6. There will be some time interval between the onset of the control
room fire event (time t=0) and that time when the operator can
reasonably be expected to be able to counter the adverse effects
of the spurious action/inaction. (This time interval should be
quantified, if possible.)

Basis:

This assumption is intended to reflect the "real world" situation an
operator may face as a result of the control room fire. The evalua-
tion will define necessary operational considerations and applicable
time constraints necessary to aid an operator in assessing overall
plant conditions and controlling the plant,

7. Protection of nonsafe shutdown equipment is not a priority item of
this evaluation.

BSSiS'he

Appendix R mandate is to achieve and maintain cold shutdown to
protect the health and safety of the public.

8. All plant operating modes except refueling will be evaluated (i.e.,
Modes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5).

Basis:

There is sufficient time during the refueling mode (Mode 6) for an
operator to assess plant status and respond to conditions without
jeopardizing reactivity control or fission product boundary
integrity.

9. Only components with circuits routed to or from the control room
(control bui.lding, elevation 140'0") are subject to this evaluation.

Basis:

The evaluation scenario is for a fire in the control room, and
therefore, only equipment with circuits in the control room will be
considered in this evaluation as being subject to the single hot
short, open circuit, or short to ground.

10. Only systems and components which can affect (positive or negative
impact) safe shutdown are subject to evaluation.

Basis:

Appendix R requires being able to achieve and maintain cold shutdown.
Any systems/components not impacting safe shutdown are not within the
scope of this evaluation.
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11. Turbine trip does not necessarily result in an LOP condition.

Basis:

Given a turbine trip, it may be more conservative to assume that an
LOP condition does not occur. The turbine trip circuitry is subject
to the single hot short, open circuit, or short to ground.

12. Because of the disconnect capabilities, Train B will be used for
control of the plant.

Basis:

As part of the plant s design, Train B equipment has been provided
with the capability to disconnect control room circuits.

13. No single (including common mode) failures in addition to the
spurious action/inaction will be evaluated.

Basis:

Appendix R's scope does not consider any failures other than those
caused by the fire.

14. Evaluation drawings will be project documents controlled by Bechtel
Drawing and Data Control (DDC). Examples are:

P&XD's 13-M-XXP-XXX
Elementaries 13-E-XXB-XXX
Loop Diagrams 13-J-XXE-XXX
One-Line Diagrams 13-E-XXA-XXX
Controlled Vendor Prints

Basis:

The identification of the control drawings defines the source
material used for the evaluation and aids in traceability and
repr oducibility of results.

15. For this evaluation, the spurious action/inaction shall be assumed to
result in the least desirable action/inaction.

Basis:

For an electrical component, the only failure initiators are hot
shorts, open circuits or shorts to grounds. Since any of these must
be postulated, the assumption that the worst condition will happen to
the subject component(s) yields a conservative evaluation.
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TABLE 4-1

EVALUATED MULTIPLE COMPONENT ACTUATION SIGNALS

BOP ESFAS

1. Fuel Building Essential Ventilation Actuation Signal (FBEVAS)

2. Control Room Essential Filtration Actuation Signal (CREFAS)

3. Containment Purge Isolation Actuation Signal (CPIAS)

4. Loss of Power/Load Shed (LOP/LS)

5. Control Room Essential Ventilation Actuation Signal.(CREVAS)

6. Diesel Generator Start Signal (DGSS)

7. Load Sequencer

NSSS ESFAS

1. Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS)

2. Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS)

3. Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS)

4. Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS)

5. Hain Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS)

6. Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation Signal-1 (AFAS-1)

7. Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation Signal-2 (AFAS-2)
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